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Original axle suffered from noise at around 40 mph and this was affected by torque.

These notes do not address the procedures in the shop manual, only some points that may be of interest
to those doing a rebuild.

Strip diagnosis indicated that there was insufficient preload on the diff bearings and also that the 
bearing caps were wrongly oriented so that the stamped numbers did not match – a careless rebuild.  
Bedding was not bad at all.

Decision to fit a replacement CWP with excellent bedding pattern which came from a Mark 1 axle.  All
new  bearings were fitted since they showed frosting and a small amount of roller pitting on the diff 
bearings.  All seals were renewed.

Final Inspection after build

Pinion preload torque  11 lbin  with 0.051” shims
Total torque with drive gear installed 17 lbin  (diff gear case compression about 0.006”)
Backlash  0.006 – 0.0085 depending on rotation of crown wheel  ( B/L marked as 0.007)
Crown wheel run out 0.002 ( this was assembled to the original factory diff case)
So backlash variation probably due to wear.
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ASSEMBLY and CHECKING NOTES

PLATFORM

A wooden platform was made to ease single handed removal of the rear axle.  It clamped around the 
nose of the diff and also at the drain plug using a short NPT nipple and a nut made from an elbow 
fitting.

The axle was easily slid out on 6X6 wooden blocks



SETTING PINION DEPTH

A flat plate was made that sat across the diff bearing cap faces.  Two small holes were made, one that 
positioned a depth mic probe at the center of the bearing recess and another at the face of the pinion. 
Two bearing cap bolts were used to hold the plate firmly in position.

The difference between the readings at these
two places shows the pinion axial position with
respect to the center-line of the diff bearings.
For example the measured difference was
2.891-1.885 = 1.006”. 
As the bearing cap radius is 1.633”, the pinion
face is 1.633+1.006” = 2.639” below the diff
bearing center-line.  
The zero cone distance is defined as 2.625, this
means the pinion is set at 
2.639-2.625 = +0.014”.  
The pinion is marked “+0.013”  - close enough.

BEARING SHIMMING
To make the shim selection easier, some used bearings had their location diameters ground by about 
0.002” so that they could be slid on and off easily.  Once the shims were chosen, the new bearings 
could be installed and in the case of the diff bearings and inner pinion bearing. 

TURNING SLOWLY and USING A DREMEL GRINDER
Since bearings have very consistent dimensions, this worked well except for setting the pinion preload. 
It did not work well for the preload since the accuracy requirements are extremely tight and I had to use
the new outer bearing which required it to be removed and installed several times.  This outer bearing 
is quite tight on the pinion shaft and I used an extractor to reduce the possibility of damage to the 
bearings.

A test run has confirmed the quiet running of the axle.


